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“I AM” 
Deadline: Tuesday, July 21 

All materials are requested by 8pm EDT 
 

SUNDAY, JULY 19 in the evening: 
● Sign up for Soundtrap, see what's already in the project, found here: 

https://www.soundtrap.com/signup?ref=dea2f6c17fb443e0186ab72da5c34a29 
 
 
TUESDAY, JULY 21, 8pm EDT: 

● Record your statements in Soundtrack, in conversation with what already exists in the 
project. Submit ALL audio files to Soundtrap. 

● Upload videos to photographs to the Google Drive folder found here: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hEKjogOMWKMTnwcitig2SBKl7zAiwuGa?usp=sha
ring 

 
THURSDAY, JULY 23, 7:00pm EDT: 

● Creative partners meet via  Zoom with the Leader to discuss the track and suggest final 
edits. 

 
FRIDAY, JULY 24: 

● Creative leader mixes final elements of project  
● Final Track submitted to Emilie Amrein  

 

 
 

PROMPT:  
I WAS, I AM, I WILL BE  
In our journey of self exploration, development, and understanding, we are often faced with 
preconceived notions or stereotypes telling us who we are. As we struggle with identity, or 
multiple identities in a lot of cases, we can be elevated or oppressed. Even in our moments of 
clarity, we second guess ourselves.  
 
Think of, and try to recall, what you thought of yourself and your place in your family, community, 
and world when you were a child, youth, young adult, older adult. If you haven’t reached a life 
stage yet, ponder what you might think of yourself or what you’d like to think of yourself, who you 
want to be (I WILL BE). 
 
Let memories flood your mind and voice to gather statements of who you were earlier in your life, 
and let hope and courage fill your heart for future aspirations. We must lead the charge in 
elevating the voices of others so that they can see the beauty in themselves, especially loved 
ones who are often marginalized for the color of their skin, their age, their gender identity. 
 

 

 

 

https://www.soundtrap.com/signup?ref=dea2f6c17fb443e0186ab72da5c34a29
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hEKjogOMWKMTnwcitig2SBKl7zAiwuGa?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hEKjogOMWKMTnwcitig2SBKl7zAiwuGa?usp=sharing


Project Directions 
 

Create as many statements as you’d like (that fit with the other material, too!) for each “I” prompt, 
and improv in the following tonal centers. You may choose to create many statements, repeat 
your statements in different ways, etc.  *Listen to the other voices and add yours. Leave room 
for other voices and please edit out any big gaps of silence or unwanted sound (including 
loud breaths). You may sing, speak, or create a combination.* 
 

I WAS 
Who were you? Create statements using the prompt “I WAS”.  

Improv your statement(s) in F major, F lydian 
 

I AM 
Who are you? Create statements using the prompt “I AM”.  

Improv your statement(s) in C major, G mixolydian 
 

I WILL BE 
Who do you want to be? Who will you become? Create statements using the prompt “I WILL BE”.  

Improv your statement(s) in G mixolydian, G major 
 

 
A note on tonality: We will use the circle of 5ths progression starting with the treble favored key of 
F, then C, and finally landing in G. The natural progression between each key gives us a hint of 
different modes (first F Lydian as we move to C with B natural creeping in, then G mixolydian as 
we move to G with a little of C’s F natural leftover). Lean into these modal shifts as a way to mark 
the musical transition as well as the transition we as people go through in different stages of our 
lives and discovering who we are. 
 
Please keep in mind for every section: 

1. Music education pedagogy says to use small ranges with young voices (which I believe is 
important!) with particular focus on Sol-Mi relationship (or minor 3rd for all you fixed Do 
folks). It could be interesting to play with using the minor 3rd when singing “I WAS” 
statements or even just negative or antiquated statements, and feeling more freedom 
within the two tonalities when proclaiming truth or ambition (or other stages of life). That’s 
totally up to you to decide. 

2. Think about articulation, range, and dynamics when singing different types of statements. 
Feeling strongly about your conviction? Consider marcato. Feeling embarrassed for 
seeing yourself in a certain light? Piano, moaning, legato. Feeling sassy, bold, brave? Use 
the strongest part of your range and show it off! 

3. What’s your point of view? Is this a universal idea? Are you speaking to your 
younger/older self? Are you wishing something that isn’t the truth? Are you seeing 
something in a loved one that they are not recognizing? Are you listening to your 
ancestors, your role models, your heroes?  



OPTIONAL MATERIAL: 
For you or for folks in your lives who are female identifying or non-binary 

  
If you know someone interested and able to do the project in a short period of time, here are other 
ways they can be involved. You can do these as well!  

● Dancer: Short (~30 second) videos (up to 3) expressing your statements through 
movement. Your body, face, and movements should reflect the stage of life as well as your 
statement.  Please send me a caption of each video so that I know where to place it. 
Please begin and end your video with a close up of your face - the same shot for both 
beginning and end - to make editing easier. See attached image for reference! 
 

● Still image (photograph): Your photograph should be a very close up shot of just your 
face and maybe arms, take as many photographs as you’d like. Your face should convey 
your statement and the stage of life you are portraying. See attached image for reference! 
Please send me a caption of each photograph so that I know where to place it. Consider 
doing a 3-photo story for your statements.  
 

● Speaker: Record yourself (voice only, on your smartphone is fine!) orating your 
statement(s). Use a clear voice and reflect your feelings in your tone of voice. Please 
signup and record in Soundtrap 
https://www.soundtrap.com/signup?ref=dea2f6c17fb443e0186ab72da5c34a29 

 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR SENDING VISUAL MEDIA: 

● Outfit: Please wear a solid color (darker preferred), NO text, jewelry ok but nothing that 
takes away from your facial expression / movement or your statement. 

● Frame: Neutral background, NO text / distracting imagery in the background, tight shot of 
your face (like a headshot- see reference photo below) 

● Record/Upload: Record all audio in Soundtrap, upload visual media to the Google Drive 
folder,  Please label your materials in detail and place them in a folder before uploading to 
the Google Drive (name, statements/captions for each piece of media, anything else I 
should know). 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hEKjogOMWKMTnwcitig2SBKl7zAiwuGa?usp=sha
ring 

 
 
(This is a stock photo but I like this framing of their face. Notice 
that they are leaning in a little for that angle. I’m not a 
photographer but can help you take your photo if you need it!) 

https://www.soundtrap.com/signup?ref=dea2f6c17fb443e0186ab72da5c34a29
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hEKjogOMWKMTnwcitig2SBKl7zAiwuGa?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hEKjogOMWKMTnwcitig2SBKl7zAiwuGa?usp=sharing

